Title: FOOTWEAR LACE LOCKING ASSEMBLY

Abstract

This lacing assembly is for use with an article of footwear (10) and includes lower and upper vamp sections (26 and 30) connected by a single continuous lace (36). The lower vamp section (26) includes opposed vamp portions (28) having lace-receiving eyelets (42) including opposed upper end locking eyelets (44). The upper vamp section (30) includes opposed vamp portions (32) having lace receiving eyelets (46) including opposed lower end locking eyelets (48). The locking eyelets (44 and 48) include a locking member (50) having an eyelet opening (54) and a communicating slit (60) which receives the lace (36) in locked relation. The locking eyelets (44 and 48) permit the fit of the lower vamp section (26) to be adjusted selectively and independently of the upper vamp section (30).
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Footwear Lace Locking Assembly

Technical Field
This invention relates generally to improvements in the lacing assembly for an article of footwear, and more particularly to an improved lacing assembly for an article of footwear in which lower and upper vamp sections can be selectively adjusted and maintained to fit different portions of the foot independently while utilizing a continuous single lace between said vamp sections.

Background Art
Three prior patents of particular interest in this field are U.S. Patent No. 3,546,796, U.S. Patent No. 4,200,998 and U.S. Patent No. 4,538,367. All three patents are commonly owned by the owner of this invention.

In the first patent an athletic shoe is disclosed having separate, or split, lower and upper vamp sections. In this shoe, each vamp section includes a separate lace and, while it is intended that each vamp section can be adjusted to suit separate portions of the foot, there are disadvantages in using separate laces for each vamp since this results in having four lace ends and two bows on each shoe. The second patent overcomes this problem to some extent by providing a single continuous lace which extends between split upper and lower vamp section and a central clamp which is disposed
between the upper and lower vamp section for selectively adjusting the fit. This lacing arrangement overcomes aforementioned problem of having additional lace ends and bows but the single centralized clamp provided on each shoe is somewhat complicated and requires more manual dexterity to operate than is desirable in some cases. The third patent is the closest known prior art and discloses a continuous lace extending between multiple split vamp sections. At the upper end of the lower vamp section opposed lace-receiving locking means are provided in the form of D-ring connectors. While this is an effective locking means it requires the use of special attachment locking means.

Disclosure of Invention

This lacing assembly for an article of footwear is particularly suitable for use with an athletic shoe and provides for adjusting and maintaining the fit of the lower vamp section independently of the upper vamp section and utilizes a single continuous lace presenting a normal appearance and having the capability of being conventionally tied at the upper end.

This lacing assembly provides a first vamp section including opposed vamp portions and a second vamp section, disposed upwardly adjacent of the first vamp section and including opposed vamp portions; the first vamp portions having an upper end and a lower end and a plurality of lace-receiving eyelets including a pair of opposed eyelets disposed at said upper end; the second vamp portions having an upper end and a lower end and a plurality of lace-receiving eyelets including a pair of opposed eyelets disposed at said lower end,
adjacent said first vamp portion upper end eyelets; at least one pair of adjacent end eyelets including locking means, and a single continuous lace having opposed side lengths, said side lengths being received by opposed lace-receiving eyelets in said first vamp portions, and said side lengths extending between said first and second vamp sections and being received by opposed lace-receiving eyelets in said second vamp portions, said lace being received by said lace-receiving locking eyelets in selectively lockable relation to permit the first vamp section to be adjusted and maintained in adjustment substantially independently of the second vamp section.

It is an aspect of this invention to provide that the locking means includes slits receiving said continuous lace in locking relation.

It is an another aspect of this invention to provide that the upper end eyelets of the first vamp portions and the lower end eyelets of the second vamp portions both include locking means.

It is yet another aspect of this invention to provide that the locking means of both pairs of adjacent eyelets include slits receiving said continuous lace in locking relation.

Another aspect of this invention is to provide that said locking means include an eyelet opening and an apertured lock member disposed below said eyelet opening and attached to its associated vamp portion said lock member including overlap portions defining a slit receiving said continuous lace in locking relation.

It is still another aspect of this invention to provide that the locking means include an eyelet
opening and a transversely disposed and inwardly extending slit communicating with said eyelet opening.

It is an aspect of this invention to provide that the locking means includes a plate portion having an opening and a communicating slit extending diagonally inwardly of said associated vamp portion.

Another aspect of this invention is to provide that each plate portion includes a substantially straight margin portion and an arcuate portion connecting the ends of said straight portion, said opening being disposed substantially closer to one end of said straight margin than the other end.

Still another aspect of this invention is to provide that the plate members at the upper end of the first vamp portion and the lower end of the second vamp portion are disposed in overlapping relation so that the lace portions connecting the first and second vamp sections are substantially perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the lace assembly.

Yet another aspect of this invention is to provide that the slits of the first vamp plate portions extend upwardly and the second vamp plate portions extend downwardly and another aspect to provide that the angle of inclination is substantially in the range of about thirty to ninety degrees (30°-90°), and preferably about fifty degrees (50°), to the straight margin portion.

Still another aspect of this invention is to provide that each plate portion includes a thickened, reinforcing, area disposed about said opening and said slit and another aspect to provide said thickening on the front and rear faces so that
said faces are in mirror image of each other.

Another aspect of this invention is to provide that said first and second vamp portions are formed from at least two plies of material having said plate portions sandwiched therebetween and another aspect to provide that said plate portions are adhesively attached to at least one of said material plies and another aspect to provide that each ply includes an eyelet opening having a configuration corresponding substantially to said thickened oblong portion.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an athletic shoe having the lacing assembly;

FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary view showing the details of the locking eyelets;

FIG. 3 is an enlarged plan view of the locking plate;

FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken on line 4-4 of FIG. 2;

FIG. 5 is a sectional view taken on line 5-5 of FIG. 4;

FIG. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary view showing details of the locking eyelets of a modified construction;

FIG. 7 is a fragmentary perspective view showing another modified construction with the upper vamp section unlaced;

FIG. 8 is a similar view showing the upper vamp section laced;

FIG. 9 is an enlarged cross-sectional view taken on line 9-9 of FIG. 8;

FIG. 10 is a fragmentary perspective view showing the attachment of the locking member of FIG. 7;
FIG. 11 is an enlarged perspective view of said locking member;

FIG. 12 is a cross sectional view taken on line 12-12 of FIG. 11;

FIG. 13 is a schematic view of the lacing arrangement of the modified construction of FIG. 7;

FIG. 14 is another schematic view of said lacing arrangement;

FIG. 15 is a similar view to FIG. 10 showing another modified construction; and

FIG. 16 is a cross sectional view taken on line 16-16 of FIG. 15.

Best Modes for Carrying Out the Invention

Referring now by reference numbers to the drawings and first to FIG. 1 it will be understood that the athletic shoe 10 includes a sole 12, uppers 14 attached to the sole 12 and a tongue 16, attached to said uppers 14 as by stitching, and having a free upper end 18. The uppers 14 also include a toe portion 19, opposed side portions 20 attached to the sole and including side quarters 22. As shown, the shoe also includes a vamp generally indicated by numeral 24.

In the embodiment shown, the vamp 24 includes a first vamp section 26 disposed adjacent to the toe portion 19 and having oppositely disposed vamp panel portions 28 and a second vamp section 30 disposed upwardly adjacent of the first vamp section 26 and having oppositely disposed vamp panel portions 32.

As clearly shown in FIG. 1, the first and second vamp sections 26 and 30 are disposed in separated overlapping relation from each other providing flexibility of the vamp in facilitating independent movement of the vamp sections.
Referring now more specifically to the lacing connection of the shoe 10, it will be understood that said shoe is provided with a single continuous lace 34 having opposed side lengths 36 terminating in reinforced ends 38. The lace 34 cooperates with the vamp sections to provide a lacing assembly, in which the lace interconnects the first and second vamp sections 26 and 30, respectively, and provides for adjusting the fit of the said vamp portions for the comfort of the wearer. More particularly, the first vamp portions 28 are provided with a plurality of opposed eyelets 42, constituting lace-receiving means, and opposed locking eyelets 44, constituting lace-receiving locking means. The second vamp portions 32, which are separated from the first vamp portions 28 by the split include a plurality of eyelets 46 constituting lace-receiving means and opposed locking eyelets 48 constituting lace-receiving locking means. As shown locking eyelets 48 are disposed in longitudinally spaced adjacent relation to said locking eyelets 44.

In one preferred embodiment, and as clearly shown in FIGS. 2-5, each of the opposed locking eyelets 44 includes an apertured plastic lock member 50 which is attached to the underside of the opposed vamp portions 28 and 32 as by stitching. The lock member 50 which, in the preferred embodiment is molded, includes an upper face 52 having an opening 54 conforming at least in part to the eyelet opening 45 which can be the same size or larger than the openings 42 and 46. The opening 54 includes an inwardly formed portion 56 and the lock member 50 includes an integrally formed portion 58 disposed in overlap relation to said portion 56 and spaced from
said portion to provide a gap or split indicated by numeral 60. It will be understood that opposed lock members 50 on opposed vamp portions are molded in mirror image of each other.

A second embodiment is clearly shown in FIG. 6. In this modification the locking action is provided by an inwardly formed slit 60' which is in the nature of a cut and receives the lace in friction relation. The opposed slits 60', both being inwardly formed are disposed in mirror image of each other.

Another embodiment is clearly shown in FIGS. 7-13 which incorporates some of the features of the two embodiments discussed above. For convenience, and where appropriate, similar parts have been given similar reference numerals with the addition of a prefix numeral 1 in describing this modification.

As with the embodiments already described the vamp 124 includes a first, lower, vamp section 126 having oppositely disposed vamp panel portions 128 and a second, upper, vamp section having oppositely vamp panel portions 132. The single continuous lace 134, having side lengths 136, cooperates with the vamp sections 126 and 130 and interconnects said sections to provide a comfortable fit for the wearer. More particularly the first vamp portions 128 are provided with a plurality of opposed eyelets 142, constituting lace-receiving means and, at the upper end, opposed locking eyelets 144, constituting lace-receiving locking means. The second vamp portions 132, which are separated from and overlap the first vamp portions 128, include a plurality of eyelets 146, constituting lace receiving means and, at the lower end, opposed locking eyelets 148.
Locking eyelets 144 and 148 include locking members 150 attached to the vamps at the corners as shown in FIG. 10.

As shown in FIG. 11 each locking member 150 is molded or otherwise formed to include a flexible plate portion 152 having a straight margin 151 and an arcuate margin 153. The plate portion is apertured to provide a circular opening 154 disposed closer to one end of margin 151 than the other, which is generally the same diameter as the other eyelets 142 and 146, and a communicating slit 160. The circular opening 154 and slit 160 are reinforced by a generally oblong-shaped thickened portion 158, disposed about said opening and said slit and tapering somewhat toward the end of the slit. This additional thickness also provides an anti-fray feature by increasing the friction area available to grip the lace 134. The slit 160 in the embodiment shown extends diagonally across the plate portion 152 on a line which passes from one corner, at an angle to the straight margin 151 in the range of about thirty to ninety degrees (30°–90°) the selected angle in the embodiment shown being about fifty degrees (50°). In the embodiment shown the plate portion 152 is generally parabolic in configuration having a straight margin of 23.5mm and a height of 19.0mm. The opening is 4.0mm and is offset from the base about 6.0mm and from the axis about 5.0mm. The slit is about 8.0mm long, the thickness of the plate portion is 1.0mm and the total thickness of the thickened area about 3.5mm. This size of locking member has been found to have substantially universal applicability from children's to adult's shoe sizes.
The configuration of the locking member 150 facilitates attachment between the plies of the material forming the vamp portions which are rounded at the corners. For example, as shown in FIG. 10, the upper vamp corner 170 is formed essentially of upper and lower plies 172 and 174, attached as by generally parallel lines of stitching 176 and 178 connected by an arcuate portion 180. In addition, if desired, edge piping 179 may be provided between the two plies. The stitching generally encloses the locking member 150 but the plate portion 152 is sufficiently thin, of the order of 1.0mm in the embodiment shown, that it can, if desired, be connected at least in part by stitching as, for example, adjacent the locking member straight margin 151 or by catching the front corner. Preferably, the locking member 150 is formed from thermoplastic or thermosetting resin such as nylon or urethane, or other suitable plastic, having flexible yet readily penetrable characteristics. In addition, the locking member 150 is, in the embodiment shown, adhesively attached to the plies of material 172 and 174 by applying a thin coating of adhesive 182 such as latex between each ply and a corresponding face of the locking member 150 said adhesive acting as a pre-stitching locating means.

It will be observed, by reference to FIGS. 8-10, that each ply of material 172, 174 is apertured to provide an oblong-shaped opening 145, 147 corresponding substantially to the shape of the reinforcing oblong portion 158 so that said thickened portion extends, at least in part, within said openings 145, 147.

As will readily be understood by reference to
FIGS. 12 and 13 the provision of an oblong portion 158 on both faces of the locking member 150 provides
that when said locking member is turned over the
configuration of the rear face is substantially in
mirror image of the configuration of the front
face. The result of this is that it is a simple
matter to arrange the locking members 150 such that
the diagonal slits 160c and 160d of the upper
locking members 150 are inclined downwardly and
inwardly relative to the opening 154 while the
diagonal slits 160a and 160b of the lower locking
members 150 are inclined upwardly and inwardly. The
result of this arrangement, as shown in FIG. 13, is
that the angles of inclination of the lace portion
190 between the slits 160a and 160d respectively, of
the lower vamp left locking member and the upper
data vamp right locking member, and the angle of
inclination of the lace portion 192 between the
slits 160b and 160c respectively of the lower vamp
right locking member and the upper vamp left locking
member and are relatively flat, which tends to
increase effectiveness of the locking action.

It will be understood from FIG. 13 that the
relationship between the ends of the slits is a
function of the offset of the opening 154, the angle
of inclination of the slit 160 and also the overlap
of the plate portions at the upper end of the first
vamp portions and the lower end of the second vamp
portions. With the characteristics of the locking
member 150 described above the placing of the
locking members in register, as opposed to being
longitudinally spaced as shown in FIG. 13, the angle
of inclination of the lace portions would be
substantially zero degrees and said lace portions
would substantially perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the lacing assembly. As will be understood this perpendicularity can be achieved by other locking member arrangements. For example, as shown in FIG. 14, in which similar parts use the same numeral with a prime suffix, with the opening 154 disposed on the axis of the plate member and the angle A (FIG. 11) made ninety degrees (90°) the slits 160a', 160c' and 160b', 160d' would be aligned and lace portions 190' and 192' would be perpendicular. It will also be understood that the theoretical considerations discussed above are affected by the width of the lace and that the arrangement of the locking member 150 shown in FIG. 11 has produced good results with the overlapping locking members substantially in register. As will also be understood the other characteristics of the lace such as texture, material, and elasticity also affect the locking capability of the slit 160. In general, the width of the slit is less than the thickness of the lace so that said lace is received in friction relation within said slit.

Another embodiment of the locking member is shown in FIGS. 15 and 16 by numeral 250. This embodiment is similar to locking member 150 except that, in lieu of a reinforced opening and slit, an opening 254 is provided in the plate portion 252 in conjunction with a communicating slit 260 which is formed from overlapping flexible plate portions 258 and 259 hooked at the ends. This arrangement provides a clamping effect by virtue of the flexible nature of the plate portions which must be sprung apart to receive the lace. In other respects this locking member 250 is similar to locking member 150.
It is thought that the structural features and functional advantages of this lacing assembly have become fully apparent from the foregoing description of parts, but for completeness of disclosure the adjustment of the fit of the vamp sections and the locking of the lacing assembly will be briefly described and first with respect to the embodiment shown in FIGS. 2-4.

Initially the lace 34 is loosely threaded into place within the lower eyelets 42 and locking eyelets 44 of the first vamp portions 28, and the locking eyelets 48 and the upper eyelets of the second vamp portions 32. The foot of the wearer can then be easily inserted into the shoe 10. When this has been accomplished, the fit of the first vamp section can be adjusted by pulling the slack out of the lace side lengths 36 below the locking eyelets 44 of the first vamp and pulling the lace lengths from the locking eyelets 54 into position between the slit defined by overlapping portions 56 and 58 as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. The lace lengths 36 in the first vamp section are adjusted by pulling on the upward portion of these lace lengths which because of the overlapping portions 56 and 58 effectively locks the lace in place. The lace portions 36 tend to bind in the slit 60 thereby being inhibited from moving by the frictional effect of the pressure from the overlapping elements 56 and 58 which are spaced closer together than the thickness of the lace. Following this adjustment, the forward foot portion and the toes of the wearer are comfortably gripped by the lower first vamp section to the desired fit of the wearer. The remainder of the lace lengths above the locking
eyelet 48 of the upper vamp section can then be adjusted while maintaining the fit of the first vamp section and, because of the provision of said second locking eyelets, the lace can also be adjusted between two pairs of adjacent locking eyelets 48. The second vamp sections can then be adjusted substantially independently of the first vamp section to comfortably grip the portion of the foot to which they are adjacent. The adjustment of the upper vamp sections is accomplished independently of, and without disturbing the fit of, the lower vamp section because of the locking action of both sets of locking eyelets 44 and 48. When this is accomplished the free ends of the lacing at the top of the shoe 10 can then be tied or otherwise secured in a conventional fashion.

The lacing of the embodiment shown in FIG. 6 is accomplished in a similar manner to that described above. The lacing of the embodiment shown in FIGS. 7-13 is also similar but the particular arrangement of the locking members 150 presents certain advantages which will be described with reference to FIGS. 7, 8 and 13.

Initially, the first vamp section 128 is laced by threading the lace 134 through eyelets 142 and the locking member opening 154 of locking eyelets 144, inserting the foot and adjusting the fit for comfort. When this has been accomplished the lace side lengths 136 are, as shown in FIG. 7, pulled upwardly into the associated locking member slits of the locking eyelets 144. When this has been accomplished the side lengths are crossed over and inserted into the locking member openings 154 of locking eyelets 148 and loosely threaded through
eyelets 146. When this has been accomplished the lace side lengths can be adjusted for fit between the vamp sections, and said side lengths pulled downwardly into the associated locking member slits 5 of locking eyelets 148. Following this the slack in the lace in the second vamp section can be taken up and the lace tied in a bow conventionally or locked by using locking members 150 as shown in FIG. 13. Because of the inwardly directed and inclined 10 arrangement of the lace assembly, as best shown schematically in FIG. 13, the lace connection between the connected upper and lower vamp locking member slits 160a, 160d and 160b, 160c is inclined at a substantially flatter angle than is the case 15 with the inclination of the lace which passes through the eyelets, above and below the locking eyelets. The result of this arrangement is that the lace tends to be locked more securely in place.

It will be understood that although the preferred 20 embodiment is shown as an athletic shoe, the lacing assembly can be used for other articles of footwear having two or more vamp sections. In addition, the locking member described can be used at any eyelet where locking the lace is desirable.

25 In view of the above it will be seen that various aspects and features of the invention are achieved and other advantageous results attained. While a preferred embodiment of the invention has been shown and described, it will be clear to those skilled in 30 the art that changes and modifications may be made therein without departing from the invention in its broader aspects.
1. In a lacing assembly for an article of footwear a first vamp section including opposed vamp portions and a second vamp section, disposed upwardly adjacent of the first vamp section and including opposed vamp portions, the first vamp portions having an upper end and a lower end and a plurality of lace-receiving eyelets including a pair of opposed eyelets disposed at said upper end, the second vamp portions having an upper end and a lower end and a plurality of lace-receiving eyelets including a pair of opposed eyelets disposed at said lower end, adjacent said first vamp portion upper end eyelets, at least one pair of adjacent end eyelets including locking means, said locking means including an opening and a communicating slit, and a single continuous lace having opposed side lengths, said side lengths being received by opposed lace-receiving eyelets in said first vamp portions, and said side lengths extending between said first and second vamp sections and being received by opposed lace-receiving eyelets in said second vamp portions, said lace being received by said lace-receiving locking eyelets in selectively lockable relation to permit the first vamp section to be adjusted and maintained in adjustment substantially independently of the second vamp section.
2. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 1, in which each locking means includes a plate portion providing said opening and said slit.

3. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 1, in which said upper end eyelets of the first vamp portions and said lower end eyelets of the second vamp portion both including locking means.

4. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 1, in which said upper end eyelets of the first vamp portions and said lower end eyelets of the second vamp portion both include locking means, each locking means including a plate portion providing an opening and an inwardly extending slit.

5. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 4, in which the lacing assembly includes a longitudinal axis and the plate portions at the upper end of the first vamp portion and the lower end of the second vamp portion are disposed in overlapping relation so that the lace portions connecting the first vamp section and the second vamp section are substantially perpendicular to said longitudinal axis.

6. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 2 or 4, in which each plate portion includes a substantially straight margin portion and an arcuate margin portion connecting the ends of said straight margin portion and said opening is disposed substantially closer to one end of said straight margin than said other end.

7. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 4, in which said slits of said first vamp plate portions extend upwardly and said slits of said second vamp plate portions extend downwardly.
8. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 4, in which each plate portion includes a substantially straight margin portion and an arcuate margin portion connecting the ends of said straight margin portion and said opening is disposed substantially closer to one end of said straight margin than said other end, and said slits of said first vamp plate portions extend upwardly and said slits of said second vamp plate portions extend downwardly.

9. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 2 or 4, in which each plate portion includes a thickened substantially oblong portion disposed about said opening and said slit.

10. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 4, in which each plate portion includes a substantially straight margin portion and an arcuate margin portion connecting the ends of said straight margin portion and said opening is disposed substantially closer to one end of said straight margin than said other end, said slits of said first vamp plate portions extend upwardly and said slits of said second vamp plate portions extend downwardly and each plate portion includes opposed front and rear faces each having a thickened portion disposed about said opening and said slit said front and rear faces being in mirror image of each other.

11. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 2 or 4, in which said first vamp portions and said second vamp portions are formed from at least two plies of material, and said plate portions are disposed in sandwich relation between said material plies.
12. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 11, in which said plate portions are adhesively attached to at least one of said material plies.

13. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 10, in which said slits of said first vamp portion locking means extend upwardly and said slits of said second vamp portion extend downwardly at an angle of inclination to said straight margin in the range of substantially thirty degrees to ninety degrees (30°-90°), and each plate portion includes front and rear faces each having a thickened portion disposed about said opening and said slit said front and rear faces being disposed in mirror image of each other, and each ply of material includes an eyelet opening having a configuration corresponding substantially to said thickened oblong portion.

14. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 4, in which the lacing assembly includes a longitudinal axis and said slits of the first vamp plate portions extend upwardly and said slits of said second vamp plate portions extend downwardly, the angle of inclination of said slits being at substantially fifty degrees (50°) to said longitudinal axis.

15. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 2 or 4, in which each plate portion slit is provided by overlapping flexible plate portions.

16. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 3 or 4, in which the width of said slit is less than the thickness of said received lace.
AMENDED CLAIMS

[received by the International Bureau on 7 April 1988 (07.04.88): original claims 1-4 and 16 amended; other claims unchanged (4 pages)]

1. In a lacing assembly for an article of footwear a first vamp section including opposed vamp portions and a second vamp section, disposed upwardly adjacent of the first vamp section and including opposed vamp portions, the first vamp portions having an upper end and a lower end and a plurality of lace-receiving eyelets including a pair of opposed eyelets disposed at said upper end, the second vamp portions having an upper end and a lower end and a plurality of lace-receiving eyelets including a pair of opposed eyelets disposed at said lower end, adjacent said first vamp portion upper end eyelets, at least one pair of adjacent end eyelets including locking means for each of said pair of end eyelets, said locking means including a plate portion providing an eyelet opening and a communicating slit, and a single continuous lace having opposed side lengths, said side lengths being received by opposed lace-receiving eyelets in said first vamp portions, and said side lengths extending between said first and second vamp sections and being received by opposed lace-receiving eyelets in said second vamp portions, said lace being received by said lace-receiving locking eyelets in selectively lockable relation to permit the first vamp section to be adjusted and maintained in
adjustment substantially independently of the second vamp section.

2. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 1, in which each said slit is elongate.

3. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 1, in which at least said upper end eyelets of the first vamp portions include the locking means.

4. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 1, in which said upper end eyelets of the first vamp portions and said lower end eyelets of the second vamp portion both include locking means for each opposed eyelet, each locking means including a plate portion providing an eyelet opening and an inwardly extending slit.

5. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 4, in which the lacing assembly includes a longitudinal axis and the plate portions at the upper end of the first vamp portion and the lower end of the second vamp portion are disposed in overlapping relation so that the lace portions connecting the first vamp section and the second vamp section are substantially perpendicular to said longitudinal axis.

6. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 2 or 4, in which each plate portion includes a substantially straight margin portion and an arcuate margin portion connecting the ends of said straight margin portion and said opening is disposed substantially closer to one end of said straight margin than said other end.

7. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 4, in which said slits of said first vamp plate portions extend upwardly and said slits of said
second vamp plate portions extend downwardly.

8. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 4, in which each plate portion includes a substantially straight margin portion and an arcuate margin portion connecting the ends of said straight margin portion and said opening is disposed substantially closer to one end of said straight margin than said other end, and said slits of said first vamp plate portions extend upwardly and said slits of said second vamp plate portions extend downwardly.

9. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 2 or 4, in which each plate portion includes a thickened substantially oblong portion disposed about said opening and said slit.

10. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 4, in which each plate portion includes a substantially straight margin portion and an arcuate margin portion connecting the ends of said straight margin portion and said opening is disposed substantially closer to one end of said straight margin than said other end, said slits of said first vamp plate portions extend upwardly and said slits of said second vamp plate portions extend downwardly and each plate portion includes opposed front and rear faces each having a thickened portion disposed about said opening and said slit said front and rear faces being in mirror image of each other.

11. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 2 or 4, in which said first vamp portions and said second vamp portions are formed from at least two plies of material, and said plate portions are
disposed in sandwich relation between said material plies.

12. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 11, in which said plate portions are adhesively attached to at least one of said material plies.

13. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 10, in which said slits of said first vamp portion locking means extend upwardly and said slits of said second vamp portion extend downwardly at an angle of inclination to said straight margin in the range of substantially thirty degrees to ninety degrees (30°-90°), and each plate portion includes front and rear faces each having a thickened portion disposed about said opening and said slit said front and rear faces being disposed in mirror image of each other, and each ply of material includes an eyelet opening having a configuration corresponding substantially to said thickened oblong portion.

14. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 4, in which the lacing assembly includes a longitudinal axis and said slits of the first vamp plate portions extend upwardly and said slits of said second vamp plate portions extend downwardly, the angle of inclination of said slits being at substantially fifty degrees (50°) to said longitudinal axis.

15. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 2 or 4, in which each plate portion slit is provided by overlapping flexible plate portions.

16. A lacing assembly as defined in claim 2 or 4, in which said slits have substantially parallel sides and the width of said slits is less than the thickness of said received lace.
Applicant respectfully requests rectification of the above International Application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty as follows:

1. **Filing Date**

   The application was filed by Express Mail certificate 39406069 dated October 7, 1987 see copy attached. A postal card returned to applicant shows that the application was received October 8, 1987 see copy attached and this date was given to the application.

2. **Priority Date**

   In the PCT International Transmittal Letter it is stated under item 4B that there is a prior application serial number 074,953 filed on 17/07/87 (CIP of serial number 916,531 filed 08/10/87). Due to a typographical error the latter year date was given as 87 instead of 86 which is the correct date as confirmed by the correct serial number.

   In Box VI of the Request a priority claim for CIP application serial number 074,953 was made but not for parent application serial number 916,531.

   It is believed that the inadvertent omission of the parent application from Box VI, in view of the clear reference to this application in the transmittal letter, coupled with the date of filing of the International Application on the anniversary date of said parent application serial number 916,531 should have been obvious so that anyone would immediately realize that nothing else could have been intended.

   A corrected set of Transmittal Letter and Request documents is enclosed, and a certified copy of serial number 916,531 will be transmitted when received.

   Accordingly, it is respectfully requested that the filing date be corrected to October 7, 1987 and that the priority date of October 8, 1986 for parent application serial number 916,531 be accepted.
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